**History NUIG – PhD Supervision**

**Gearoid Barry**

**Current PhD Supervision**


**Sarah-Anne Buckley**

**Current PhD Supervision**


Lorraine Grimes, ‘The Emigration of Irish unmarried mothers from Ireland to Britain and their search for assistance and services in Britain, 1926-1987’ – Structured PhD (2016-20) – Expected Submission in 2020 - Funded by the NUIG Doctoral Research Scholarship (fees only).


**Caitriona Clear**

**Current PhD Supervision**


Past PhD Supervision


John Cunningham

Current PhD Supervision


Áine Ní Chongaile, Léargais ar shaol Gharumne agus na Ceathrún Rua sa Naoú Céad Déag’ [co-supervised with Niall Ó Ciosáín]. Expected Submission in 2019.


Past PhD Supervision

Gerard Madden, “‘We here in Ireland are not outside this struggle”: The Irish Catholic Church, anti-communism and the Cold War, 1945-1965’. PhD awarded in 2018.


Pauline Scott, ‘Evictions on the Glinsk Creggs estate of Allan and Margaret Pollok in the 1850s’. PhD awarded in 2014.


Jacqueline Maria Callan, ‘The history of the Galway Fishery during the ownership of the Ashworth Family, 1852-1922’. PhD awarded in 2011.


**Enrico Dal Lago**

**Past PhD Supervision**


**Alison Forrestal**

**Current PhD Supervision**


Past PhD Supervision


Matteo Binasco, ‘Establishing Mission Networks in the Early Modern Catholic Church: Ireland, Rome and the West Indies, 1600-69’ – PhD awarded in 2014 – Funded by the IRC Doctoral Research Fellowship and the NUIG Doctoral Research Scholarship.


Seán Smith, ‘Fidelity to Founder under the Bourbon Regime: The Congregation of the Mission, 1660-1736’ – PhD awarded in 2012 – Funded by the PRTLI4 Postgraduate Fellowship and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

Mary Harris

Current PhD Supervision


Past PhD Supervision


**Roisin Healy**

**Current PhD Supervision**

Máire Ó Broin, ‘Vineta: the city on the bed of the sea’- Expected Submission in 2018 - Funded by the IRC Doctoral Research Fellowship.

**Past PhD Supervision**


**Padraig Lenihan**

**Current PhD Supervision**


Matthew Mc Ginty, ‘Conquered not so much by the English but by one another’ (O’Sullivan Beare, Historiae Catholicae Iberniae): How critical were the defections of Niall garbh O’Donnell and Art O’Neill to the Ulster Confederates?’ – Expected Submission in 2018.

**Past PhD Supervision**


Terri Shoosmith, ‘Society and Settlement in the barony of Tulla 1660-1750’ – PhD awarded in 2015 – Funded by the NUIG Hardiman Scholarship.

Kim LoPrete

Current PhD Supervision


Past PhD Supervision

Kenneth Coyne, ‘Direct Speech in Robert the Monk’s Historia Herosolimitana’ – PhD awarded in 2016.

Niall O Ciosain

Past PhD Supervision

Caroline Gillan, ‘Science and Patronage in Eighteenth-Century Britain: The role of Lord Bute as patron and practitioner of science’ – PhD awarded in 2018.


Daibhi O Croinin

Current PhD Supervision


**Past PhD Supervision**

Chris Doyle, ‘The Endgame of Treason: Suppressing Rebellion and Usurpation in the Late Roman Empire AD 397-411’ – PhD awarded in 2014.

Sarah McCann, ‘Bede’s *plures de Scottorum regione*; the Irish in Bede's *Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum*’ – PhD awarded in 2012.


**Kevin O Sullivan**

**Current PhD Supervision**

